
The Strategy of Cramming�Larry WosMathematics and Computer Science DivisionArgonne National LaboratoryArgonne, IL 60439e-mail: wos@mcs.anl.govAbstractThe problem in focus in this article concerns proof shortening, and featured promi-nently is a strategy, cramming, for addressing that problem. The literature shows thatthis problem was indeed of interest to some of the masters of logic, masters that includedC. A. Meredith, A. Prior, and I. Thomas. The problem of proof shortening (as wellas other aspects of simpli�cation) is also germane to the recent discovery by R. Thieleof Hilbert's twenty-fourth problem. The cramming strategy (introduced in this arti-cle) was formulated to seek shorter proofs, starting with some known proof, usually theshortest o�ered by the literature. The most impressive success with the use of this strat-egy concerns an abridgment of the Meredith-Prior abridging of the  Lukasiewicz prooffor his shortest single axiom for the implicational fragment of two-valued sentential (orpropositional) calculus.1 Perspective and WellspringIn this article, the cramming strategy is introduced, a strategy designed to aid the researcherin �nding shorter proofs than those in hand or those o�ered by the literature. The eventsthat led to its formulation merit review.In the early 1990s, my colleague William McCune and I embarked on a study de-signed to produce a proof relying solely on condensed detachment showing that the �fthof  Lukasiewicz's �ve axioms (which he conjectured to su�ce for in�nite-valued sententialcalculus) is in fact dependent on the other four [Meredith1958]. (The conjecture was provedby Wajsubert; see page 145 in [ Lukasiewicz1970].) C. A. Meredith [ Lukasiewicz1970] had�This work was supported by the Mathematical, Information, and Computational Sciences Divisionsubprogram of the O�ce of Advanced Scienti�c Computing Research, U.S. Department of Energy, underContract W-31-109-Eng-38. 1



already proved the theorem, but not purely in terms of the cited inference rule; equality-oriented reasoning was involved. What we did not know at the time|and learned only herein 2001|was that, apparently, the literature o�ers no proof of the type we sought. Oure�ort was rewarded: Each independently found the desired proof. In other words, we hadfound a proof absent from the literature, a Hilbert-style axiomatic proof relying solely oncondensed detachment.Each of us then turned to an attempt at �nding a means for OTTER to produce a proofof the theorem under discussion, a proof obtained without guidance by the researcher. Weeach succeeded. A comparison of the two resulting proofs showed they were virtually iden-tical, essentially proofs of length 63 (applications of condensed detachment). And McCunetook one research road while I took another.Indeed, that success quickly led to my study aimed at �nding a shorter proof, a studythat eventually yielded a 32-step proof in contrast to the 63-step proof that initiated thisphase of my research. (The reasons for my study: First, it simply struck my fancy, perhapsinuenced by my master's program in mathematics at the University of Chicago decadesearlier; second, I delight in competition, even when the opponent is me.) If memory serves,at the time I had no methodology in hand and, certainly, no notion of where this roadwould take me almost a decade later. In particular, and especially during the 1990s, I haveformulated various approaches to proof re�nement with respect to length (as well as toother properties such as formula structure).One additional occurrence completes the perspective for the formulation of the cram-ming strategy introduced in this article. In the late 1990s, Branden Fitelson contacted meby e-mail in the context of his �nding a new proof (with McCune's OTTER [McCune1994])for a result of Frege. And we have sought new proofs ever since. As part of our e�ort,Fitelson posed the problem of �nding a proof better than that published by Meredith andPrior. They had found \an abridgment" [Meredith1963] of a proof that  Lukasiewicz pro-vided for his shortest single axiom for the implicational fragment of two-valued sentential(or propositional) calculus [Lukasiewicz1970]. In other words, Fitelson suggested I seek anabridgment (shorter proof) of the Meredith-Prior abridgment|which was the wellspringfor the formulation of the cramming strategy featured here.Indeed, a single theorem was the force for the birth of this new strategy. As detailedlater, the goal was reached: The desired abridgment was found by OTTER. As required,the o�ering of this strategy would be premature were it not for its successful use in othercontexts, also to be detailed. Its existence has perhaps added import. Speci�cally, Rudi-ger Thiele [Thiele2001] discovered that Hilbert in fact o�ered twenty-four problems|nottwenty-three as was believed for almost a century. That twenty-fourth problem is concernedwith proof simpli�cation.Everything being equal, the most obvious aspect of proof simpli�cation concerns prooflength. In that regard, use of the cramming strategy provides one avenue to pursue. (For2



those less familiar with the literature of mathematics, a proof can be shortened, at theprice of a sharp decrease in simplicity to the point of being obscure, either by omittingmany steps or by relying on far more complex formulas or equations than needed.) Proofsproduced by an automated reasoning program may also su�er from unnecessary formula orequation complexity. The reduction in such complexity addresses a second aspect of proofsimpli�cation. Other aspects are featured later in this article.The rules of the game here are that all of the deduced steps are within the theory underconsideration, one or more speci�c reasoning mechanisms account for deductions, and stepsare not omitted|rules that Hilbert might indeed have found appropriate.2 The Nature and Object of CrammingThis new strategy derives its name from its nature. In e�ect, the strategy focuses on achosen subproof of the total proof in hand of some conjunction and attempts to cram stepsof that subproof into other subproofs needed to complete a new and shorter total proof.Alternatively, the cramming strategy derives its name from emphasizing the role of thesubproof of one member and attempting to �nd subproofs of the remaining members ofa conjunction such that their lengths can be (so-to-speak) crammed into a chosen lengthj. Typically, j is chosen to be less than the length of the shortest proof known for thetheorem under study. Because of the basic mechanism that is employed by the strategy,level saturation, it seems almost certain that none of the masters applied such an approach,whereas cramming is indeed well suited to the actions of an automated reasoning program.As my colleague Robert Vero� phrases the problem, the seeking of a shortest prooffor a conjunction asks for the minimization of the set-theoretic union of the subproofs ofits members. That problem o�ers unexpected obstacles, the main one captured by thefollowing maxim. Shorter subproofs do not necessarily a shorter total proof make. Thismaxim dispels a myth that could easily be believed: Simply �nd ever shorter subproofs ofthe members of a conjunction, and progress will occur when the goal is that of �nding ashorter or shortest proof of the entire conjunction. A simple example is in order.Since the plum of this article concerns the  Lukasiewicz shortest single axiom for theimplicational fragment of two-valued (classical) logic, it (expressed as a clause) will be thefocus of the example. .(l P(i(i(i(x,y),z),i(i(z,x),i(u,x)))). .)l The following Tarski-Bernays3-basis provides a target for proving that the preceding formula is in fact a complete axiomsystem. .(l P(i(x,i(y,x))). P(i(i(i(x,y),x),x)). P(i(i(x,y),i(i(y,z),i(x,z)))). .)l For pedagogicalreasons, I shall begin with a synthetic bit of data, turning to actual data once the point hasbeen made patently clear.First, note that the �rst step of any condensed-detachment proof relying on the  Lukasiewiczformula is forced, must be present in any proof in which the formula serves as the only hy-3



pothesis. Next, assume that one has separately attacked the problem of �nding a subprooffor each of the three target axioms. Then, assume that the three attacks have been unusuallysuccessful, yielding, respectively, proofs of lengths 10, 20, and 30 for the �rst through thethird target axioms. Finally, assume that, other than the �rst deduced step of each proof,the three proofs are disjoint. In the hypothetical example under discussion, the length ofthe proof of the conjunction is 10 + 20 + 30 - 2 (duplicate �rst steps) = 58.At the other end of the spectrum is the (hypothetical) example in which one is able to�nd a 40-step proof of the third Tarski-Bernays axiom that is also a proof of the conjunctionof the three axioms such that it contains a 15-step subproof of the �rst target axiom anda 25-step subproof of the second. In the cited case the presence of the proofs of the �rstand second axioms does not lengthen the proof of the conjunction. The preceding shortersubproofs do indeed not a shorter total proof make.For the promised actual data|and a glimpse of the end of the story focusing on theabridgment of the abridgment|OTTER did �nd a 35-step proof of the desired conjunction.The respective subproofs (for the three target axioms) have in order length 10, 23, and 30.The better proof (given later) was discovered by OTTER's application of the crammingstrategy. It has length 32, containing subproofs of respective length 10, 28, and 30.3 The First SuccessThis section illustrates the �rst use of the cramming strategy and (as promised) presents amost satisfying proof obtained with it. A comparison of the new proof with the Meredith-Prior proof and with the  Lukasiewicz proof provides further insight into the nature of proofre�nement with respect to length and evidence of the value of cramming.My attempt to reach the objective (posed by Fitelson) of �nding a proof shorter thanthe Meredith-Prior proof began with focusing on their proof and to a much lesser degree onthe  Lukasiewicz proof for his shortest single axiom. Their 33-step proof was used with theresonance strategy [Wos1995] to direct OTTER's search, and, occasionally, the  Lukasiewicz34-step proof was also used in this manner. If one uses Vero�'s hints strategy [Vero�1996]rather than the resonance strategy, the program has a strong tendency to simply reproducethe proof in hand, especially when the max weight is set, say, to 1. (The cited property isput to good use, however, as discussed later in this section.) A partial explanation restswith the fact that the hints strategy focuses on the speci�c formulas or equations suppliedand, if desired, clauses that subsume or are subsumed by a hint. In contrast, because aresonator is treated as if its variables are indistinguishable, guidance from the resonancestrategy encourages a program to focus on equivalence classes (rather than on subsumption)de�ned by a resonator. In other words, the resonance strategy compared with the hintsstrategy gives the program a di�erent type of latitude.4



That phase of my research eventually yielded a 33-step proof of the Tarski-Bernayssystem, a proof a few steps di�erent from the Meredith-Prior 33-step proof. Next, to each33-step proof, I applied the methodology whose main component is that of blocking proofsteps one at a time to force the program to yield (if possible) a di�erent proof. Sometimes agiven proof has the most unexpected property of containing in a not rigorous sense a propersubset that is in fact also a proof of the theorem under study. In particular, sometimes aproper subset of the deduced steps of the proof in hand is such that, with a di�erent historyand a di�erent ordering, it itself is a shorter proof of the theorem to be proved. Failure wasthe result: No 32-step proof, or shorter, was found.However, a small diamond was mined. Speci�cally, the new 33-step proof containeda 30-step proof of the third Tarski-Bernays axiom (TB-3), that axiom that (intuitively) isthe most di�cult to deduce. The Meredith-Prior 33-step proof proves TB-3 in 31 steps,and the  Lukasiewicz 34-step proof proves TB-3 in 32 steps. In all three cases|the oldMeredith-Prior 33-step proof, the  Lukasiewicz 34-step proof, and, most important here, thenew 33-step proof|the proof of TB-3 fails to include a subproof of either TB-1 or TB-2.Perhaps|and I thought almost certainly not the case|a means could be devised totake the 30-step proof of TB-3 and cram many, many of its steps into proofs of TB-1 andTB-2. To be of interest, the cramming must have the property that the only needed stepsto complete the desired subproofs (of 1 and 2) would be, respectively, 1 and 2 themselves.Stated a slightly di�erent way, the cramming must have the property that 30 steps (provingTB-3) and TB-1 and TB-2 must (in e�ect) form a 32-step proof of the target conjunction.To be the case, the 30-step proof must be such that one pair of its formulas yields withcondensed detachment TB-1 and another pair yields TB-2.To test whether I had indeed struck gold, OTTER o�ers just what is needed. Indeed,one places the thirty formulas in the set of support list and instructs the program to conducta level-saturation search; see [Wos1999] for details regarding the set of support strategy andthe function of various lists in the context of using OTTER. If the hard-to-accept fact thatcramming may succeed is indeed the case, then two level-1 proofs will be found, respectively,of TB-1 and TB-2. Success: Condensed detachment applied to the ninth step of the 30-stepproof with itself yields TB-1; TB-2 is obtained by applying condensed detachment to thetwenty-ninth and twenty-seventh steps. OTTER had indeed discovered a proof shorter thanthe Meredith-Prior abridgment, a proof of length 32.Although that proof could be presented by merely appending to the 30-step proof thetwo cited applications of condensed detachment, perhaps an approach could be devised thatwould yield the 32-step proof directly, more in the spirit of automated reasoning and fullautomation. More to the point|and for use in other contexts|perhaps a strategy could beformulated that would yield the 32-step proof from the 30-step proof, would appropriatelyapply cramming in a manner that su�ced.One obvious way to proceed calls for the inclusion of thirty-two resonators correspond-5



ing to the desired 32-step proof, each assigned a small value, say, 2. Then one assigns asmall value to max weight, equal to or not much larger than that assigned to the resonators.The clear intent is to force the program to focus on the thirty-two steps and not much else.If the assigned value to max weight is 4, OTTER �nds a 35-step proof; if the value is 2,OTTER �nds a 33-step proof. Conclusion: the resonance strategy permits more than isdesired. This observation holds in this case with or without the inclusion of the optionancestor subsumption, a procedure o�ered by OTTER to automatically attempt to seekshorter proofs by comparing derivation lengths to the same conclusion.In contrast to the resonance strategy, as noted earlier in this section, the hints strategygives a di�erent type of latitude; its use is more likely to have a program focus on the proofin hand. Indeed, when the thirty-two formulas of concern were included as hints and notas resonators and a small max weight (2) was assigned, OTTER discovered the expected32-step proof that deduces the Tarski-Bernays three-axiom system from the  Lukasiewiczshortest single axiom for the implicational fragment of two-valued sentential calculus. For a�ne point that might eventually provide needed insight in the future for some researcher, anassignment of the value 4 to max weight did permit OTTER to retain the clause P(i(x,x))when either the resonance strategy or the hints strategy was employed as described. Thisweight-4 clause was not used in any proof when the hints strategy was relied upon; it waspresent in proofs when resonance was used instead.The 32-Step Proof----- Otter 3.0.5b, March 1998 -----The process was started by wos on soot.mcs.anl.gov, Wed May 24 16:24:24 2000The command was "otter". The process ID is 5369.-----> EMPTY CLAUSE at 0.23 sec ----> 82 [hyper,34,53,77,79] $ANS(TARSKI_BERNAYS).Length of proof is 32. Level of proof is 29.---------------- PROOF ----------------33 [] -P(i(x,y)) | -P(x) | P(y).34 [] -P(i(p,i(q,p))) | -P(i(i(i(p,q),p),p)) | -P(i(i(p,q),i(i(q,r),i(p,r)))) | $ANS(TARSKI_BERNAYS).35 [] P(i(i(i(x,y),z),i(i(z,x),i(u,x)))).44 [hyper,33,35,35] P(i(i(i(i(x,y),i(z,y)),i(y,u)),i(v,i(y,u)))).45 [hyper,33,35,44] P(i(i(i(x,i(y,z)),i(i(u,y),i(v,y))),i(w,i(i(u,y),i(v,y))))).6



46 [hyper,33,45,35] P(i(x,i(i(i(y,z),y),i(u,y)))).47 [hyper,33,46,46] P(i(i(i(x,y),x),i(z,x))).48 [hyper,33,35,47] P(i(i(i(x,y),i(y,z)),i(u,i(y,z)))).49 [hyper,33,35,48] P(i(i(i(x,i(y,z)),i(u,y)),i(v,i(u,y)))).50 [hyper,33,35,49] P(i(i(i(x,i(y,z)),i(u,i(z,v))),i(w,i(u,i(z,v))))).51 [hyper,33,50,35] P(i(x,i(i(i(y,z),u),i(z,u)))).52 [hyper,33,51,51] P(i(i(i(x,y),z),i(y,z))).53 [hyper,33,52,52] P(i(x,i(y,x))).55 [hyper,33,52,35] P(i(x,i(i(x,y),i(z,y)))).56 [hyper,33,35,55] P(i(i(i(i(i(x,y),z),i(u,z)),x),i(v,x))).57 [hyper,33,35,56] P(i(i(i(x,y),i(i(i(y,z),u),i(v,u))),i(w,i(i(i(y,z),u),i(v,u))))).58 [hyper,33,35,57] P(i(i(i(x,i(i(i(y,z),u),i(v,u))),i(w,y)),i(v6,i(w,y)))).59 [hyper,33,35,58] P(i(i(i(x,i(y,z)),i(u,i(i(i(z,v),w),i(v6,w)))),i(v7,i(u,i(i(i(z,v),w),i(v6,w)))))).60 [hyper,33,59,35] P(i(x,i(i(i(y,z),i(u,v)),i(i(i(z,w),v),i(u,v))))).61 [hyper,33,60,60] P(i(i(i(x,y),i(z,u)),i(i(i(y,v),u),i(z,u)))).62 [hyper,33,61,35] P(i(i(i(x,y),i(z,u)),i(i(x,u),i(z,u)))).63 [hyper,33,62,55] P(i(i(x,i(y,z)),i(i(i(x,u),z),i(y,z)))).64 [hyper,33,63,35] P(i(i(i(i(i(x,y),z),u),i(v,x)),i(i(z,x),i(v,x)))).65 [hyper,33,35,64] P(i(i(i(i(x,y),i(z,y)),i(i(i(y,u),x),v)),i(w,i(i(i(y,u),x),v)))).66 [hyper,33,65,65] P(i(x,i(i(i(i(y,z),u),i(v,z)),i(i(i(z,w),v),i(y,z))))).67 [hyper,33,66,66] P(i(i(i(i(x,y),z),i(u,y)),i(i(i(y,v),u),i(x,y)))).68 [hyper,33,61,67] P(i(i(i(i(x,y),z),i(u,y)),i(i(i(y,v),x),i(u,y)))).69 [hyper,33,67,68] P(i(i(i(i(x,y),z),i(i(y,u),v)),i(i(v,y),i(x,y)))).70 [hyper,33,68,62] P(i(i(i(i(x,y),z),u),i(i(u,y),i(x,y)))).71 [hyper,33,69,64] P(i(i(i(x,y),z),i(i(i(y,u),z),z))).73 [hyper,33,64,71] P(i(i(x,y),i(i(i(x,z),y),y))).75 [hyper,33,73,73] P(i(i(i(i(x,y),z),i(i(i(x,u),y),y)),i(i(i(x,u),y),y))).76 [hyper,33,70,75] P(i(i(i(i(i(x,y),z),z),u),i(i(x,z),u))).77 [hyper,33,75,71] P(i(i(i(x,y),x),x)).79 [hyper,33,76,70] P(i(i(x,y),i(i(y,z),i(x,z)))).As promised, comparison and analysis are in order. Crucial (apparently) is the 30-stepproof of TB-3. It contains two steps not in the Meredith-Prior 31-step proof of TB-3 andthree not in the 32-step  Lukasiewicz proof of TB-3, the latter two proofs being subproofs,respectively, of the cited 33-step and 34-step proofs. In the context of shorter subproofs donot necessarily a shorter total proof make, the 34-step proof contains subproofs of lengths10, 25, and 32 respectively of TB-1, TB-2, and TB-3. The Meredith-Prior 33-step proofcontain subproofs of lengths 10, 26, and 31. The given 32-step proof contains subproofs oflengths 10, 28, and 30. When resonance was used in the obvious attempt to produce thedesired 32-step proof, the resulting 35-step proof contained subproofs of lengths 10, 23, and30; in other words, the use of hints rather than resonance in e�ect traded a 28-step proofof TB-2 for a 23-step proof, again showing how shorter subproofs can interfere with �nding7



a shorter proof of the whole. The 31-step proof and the 30-step proof of TB-3 begin withthe same twenty formulas, which might suggest that Meredith and Prior were proceedingalong a most pro�table path, a path that culminates (if appropriate action is taken) withthe given 32-step proof. What won the game was (1) the �nding of a 30-step proof deducingTB-3 and (2) cramming many of its steps into needed proofs of TB-1 and TB-2, constrainedby a limit of 32 on length.By way of clari�cation, the length of the subproof on which cramming is occurringguarantees nothing. In particular, a di�erent 30-step proof might fail to o�er the neededpairs for condensed detachment to produce the desired 32-step proof. Later experiments infact found 30-step proofs of TB-3 that proved inadequate, not o�ering appropriate pairs.4 Incarnations of CrammingThe cramming strategy admits di�erent incarnations, depending on the intent. For example,the intent may be to block the use of all or almost all new conclusions that fail to matchan included resonator or hint. Instead, the intent may be to encourage the program toconsider new conclusions, especially those that do not match an included resonator or hint.Then, within the total proof of the conjunction under attack, there is the question of whichmember's proof to use to cram, which of the subproofs of the total proof to choose to cramas many of its steps into proofs of the remaining members.The �rst formulated incarnation of the cramming strategy has one choose from amongthe subproofs of the members of a conjunction that proof that is the longest provided itslength is not equal to the length of the conjunction. (The exception focuses on what arecalled compact proofs, a proof of a conjunction that is also the proof of one of its members;in such a case, the next longest subproof takes center stage.) Its proof steps are added as(so-to-speak) lemmas in the set of support, and a level-saturation approach is conducted.The steps, as resonators or as hints, are (in e�ect) treated as being simple, short in nature,which can be done with an appropriate assigned value. Then max weight is assigned thesame small value or a value not much larger. The lemma-reliance phase coupled withlevel saturation is intended to �nd the fewest additional steps needed to complete proofsof the members not directly in focus (through the use of resonance or hints). (For thosefamiliar with OTTER, note that setting input sos �rst will not always produce the e�ectsof sos queue, level saturation, in particular, in the case where a number of levels are to besearched.) Note that, when level saturation is the choice, the value assigned to a resonatoror a hint is not consulted for directing the program's attack; it is relevant only to purgingnewly deduced conclusions. The small max weight is chosen to prevent the program fromstraying.A pause or interruption at this point is merited to briey discuss the di�erence between8



lemma reliance (as used in cramming in its various incarnations) and lemma adjunction[Wos2001] (as used when searching for a �rst proof). In the former, the goal is proofre�nement with respect to length, where a proof is typically in hand. In the latter, typicallyno proof is available. As the name itself suggests, in the former the intention is to forcethe program to rely on the included proof steps, for the proof as a whole as well as forthe various target subproofs. In the latter, the lemmas are adjoined temporarily with theexpectation that many will not be used in the completed proof but used mainly to facilitatea path to the desired proof.In the case featured in the preceding section, the object was to show (if possible) thatjust two steps, in addition to the thirty that correspond to a 30-step proof of TB-3, su�ced.For resonators, thirty-two were chosen, one for each of TB-1 and TB-2 and thirty for theproof of TB-3. By using level saturation and (as lemmas) the deduced steps of the proofof TB-3, the plan was to force the program to apply condensed detachment to all pairs ofthe steps of the TB-3 proof together with the  Lukasiewicz shortest single axiom. The smallmax weight blocks the consideration of virtually all other pairs, which has (among others)the e�ect of avoiding the examination of possibly shorter proofs of TB-1 and TB-2. Withoutthe actions taken, the program might indeed either fail to apply condensed detachment tosome pair of formulas of the TB-3 proof or, more likely, reject the results because of havingalready in hand a shorter proof of, say, TB-2. As noted, the game would be won if twoperfect pairs could be found from among the steps of the thirty-step proof of TB-3 (possiblyincluding the  Lukasiewicz axiom), where it was not required that the elements of a pair bedistinct. A perfect pair, in this case, is one that yields with condensed detachment eitherTB-1 or TB-2.The last phase of the �rst formulated incarnation of cramming consists of having theprogram focus on the selected subproof together with the new deduced steps its use yielded.Hints served well for having the program concentrate almost exclusively on the designatedsteps. In fact, as discussed in Section 3, the just-described �rst phase failed with the use ofresonators and succeeded only when the 32 desired steps were used as hints. This originalincarnation was formulated speci�cally to thwart the program from seeking shorter proofsfor individual members of the conjunction in focus.As predictable, the given incarnation may fail to yield the steps needed to completeproofs of the remaining members of the conjunction under study. After all, little room isbeing given for steps other than those related to the included resonators or included hints.Further, the needed steps may be many, perhaps eleven or more. In such a case|and in acertain sense contrary to the original spirit of cramming|a second incarnation was born.One proceeds as in the �rst incarnation but assigns a rather generous value to max weight.For example, if the resonators or hints are treated as having a weight of 2, one might assignthe value 16, or 20, or even 28 to max weight. The intent is to �nd a few steps, some ofwhich are de�nitely not in the set of subproofs in hand, such that a new total proof (of theconjunction) is available. The resonance strategy appears to be of more use in this context9



than does the hints strategy.In this second incarnation, if the proof is not compact, one begins by relying on thededuced steps of the longest subproof of the set of subproofs within the proof in hand of theconjunction to be proved. However, rather than including the remaining target elements ofthe conjunction as resonators or hints, one simply has the program �nd its own way to theirrespective proofs. This second incarnation, ordinarily accompanied by the use of ancestorsubsumption, encourages the program to seek shorter proofs of the members other thanthat driving the reasoning. Of course, the length is not true length, for proof steps of thedriving member are present as lemmas in the set of support. Indeed, the intent is to crammany of those steps into the needed proofs of the other members.A fairly good indicator of the likelihood of success rests with a rather small di�erence,say �ve or less, between the level of the subproof driving the attack and the level of thetotal proof in hand. If the di�erence is much greater, then the level-saturation search mightindeed be impractical, especially with a max weight of 24 or larger. If one has not had theopportunity to run many experiments, the essentially exponential growth of level saturationis often an unpleasant surprise.The following symbolic example illustrates the second incarnation of the crammingstrategy. Consider the case in which one is asked to �nd a shorter proof than that in handshowing that some given formula is a single axiom. Assume one has in hand a proof of someknown axiom system consisting of A, B, C, and D. Within that proof, by assumption,the longest proof is that of B, and the proof of the conjunction is assumed not to becompact. With the second incarnation of the cramming strategy, one places in the initialset of support, in addition to the single axiom, the deduced steps of the proof of B. Oneplaces in list(usable) (with OTTER) the disjunction produced by negating the conjunctionof A through D. The deduced steps of the proof of B are used as resonators, each assigneda small value, and the max weight is assigned the value 28. Level saturation is the choicefor the search strategy.The intent is that after some time proofs of each of A, C, and D will be found such thatthe lengths of the proofs suggests an advance has occurred with respect to proof length ofthe conjunction. If so, almost certainly, the proofs will depend on the use of proof steps fromthe proof of B. The so-called new proofs are then placed in a succeeding run as resonatorswith a small assigned value, say, 1. The proof steps of B are placed next, each assigneda value, say, 2. Level saturation is replaced with the ratio strategy. The max weight istypically assigned the value 2.If all goes as planned, a shorter proof of the conjunction is found. Quite likely the lengthof any or all of the subproofs of A, C, and D will be longer than their correspondents inthe proof that prompted the use of the cramming strategy. The new and shorter proofwill contain the cited proof of B, and an analysis of the proofs of the other members willshow that a sometimes rather large number of the proof steps of the proof of B have been10



crammed into proofs of the other members.A third incarnation of the cramming strategy has one focus on the next to the longestproof among the proofs of the members of the conjunction, provided that at least threeitems need to be proved. Its proof steps are (as in the other two incarnations) placed in theset of support to act as lemmas, and a level-saturation approach is taken. For some successto occur, usually, the proof length of the selected member best not be more than �fteenless than the length of the total proof. In addition, the proof length of the chosen memberordinarily had best be at least twelve. The suggested lengths are merely guesses based onexperimentation. The idea is (1) not to have too far to travel to complete a proof of themost-di�cult-to-prove member (based on proof length) and (2) to give the program a fairamount to work with in the form of lemmas.A pleasing feature of the cramming strategy is its performance when iterated. I have, forexample, taken a proof of a theorem, used the cramming strategy (in one of its incarnations)to produce a shorter proof, and then again used the cramming strategy on this new andshorter proof to gain even more ground. Occasionally, three or more such iterations haveyielded one shorter proof after another.5 Evaluating Cramming with Additional SuccessesOne naturally wonders whether the strategy just happened to succeed when the  Lukasiewiczshortest single axiom for the implicational fragment of two-valued logic was the focus. Anynew strategy demands application to other areas to gain some insight into its generalityand power. Here I touch on some of those applications.For an example taken from recent research, the right group calculus serves nicely.J. Kalman originally o�ered a �ve-axiom system (the following) for this area of logic[Kalman1976]. .(l P(d(z,d(z,d(d(x,d(y,y)),x)))). P(d(u,d(u,d(d(z,y),d(d(z,x),d(y,x)))))).P(d(v,d(v,d(d(u,d(z,y)),d(u,d(d(z,x),d(y,x))))))). P(d(d(d(u,d(v,y)),d(z,d(v,x))),d(u,d(z,d(y,x))))).P(d(d(v,d(z,d(u,d(y,x)))),d(d(v,d(x,u)),d(d(z,d(x,y)),x)))). .)l With OTTER, McCune showedthat the second of the �ve is in fact su�cient to axiomatize the area [McCune1992].When I chose to test the cramming strategy by studying this logic, McCune �rst toldme that I should try on my own to determine which of the �ve axioms su�ced, ratherthan simply beginning with his success. In other words, I did not at the time recall thatthe second of the Kalman axioms can be used to deduce the remaining four. As it turnedout, I began by focusing on the third axiom, choosing to rely on the second incarnation ofcramming.Early in my study of this third formula, I asked McCune about its status with regardto being a single axiom and learned that that question was in fact open. When I answered11



the question in the a�rmative, a natural extension of the research was to focus on seekinga shorter proof showing that the conjunction of K-1, K-2, K-4, and K-5 could be provedfrom K-3. What a �ne test of the cramming strategy!One can treat the problem of showing K-3 to be a single axiom as the limiting caseof an axiom-dependence problem. The object is to prove that each of the other four (ofthe �ve Kalman axioms) is dependent on K-3 alone. A promising approach that appealedto me was to focus on the four axioms one at a time, starting, for example, by trying toprove that K-1 is dependent on the remaining four. If successful, the plan was to use theresonators of the proof and seek to add to the list of dependent axioms, say, by trying tonext prove K-2 dependent on 3 through 5. Eventually, only K-3 remained, with K-5 havingbeen the most di�cult to prove dependent. The reason may rest with its length.When the four proofs were found, their steps as resonators led to the completion of aproof of the conjunction of 1, 2, 4, and 5 from 3. The proof of K-5 did not contain as asubproof a proof of any of 1, 2, and 4.The proof of K-5 is generally longer than that of 1, 2, or 4. Therefore, for the crammingstrategy, this proof o�ers more meat, more for the program to key upon as lemmas adjoinedto the set of support for a level-saturation run. The goal is to �nd proofs of 1, 2, and 4 inwhich (no doubt) steps of K-5 will be present, crammed into their proofs. When an iterativecramming attack was initiated, I had in hand a proof of length 39 of the conjunction of 1,2, 4, and 5 and a 29-step proof of 5. The �rst phase proved 1, 2, and 4 in a total of eightsteps, in addition to the twenty-nine from a proof of K-5. Therefore, most likely crammingled to �nding a proof of length strictly less than 39 for the target conjunction. It turnedout that a proof of length 36 was yielded.Occasionally with recourse to other methodologies to �nd a slightly shorter proof atvarious stages, the �nal iteration with cramming led to OTTER's discovery of a 27-stepproof of the conjunction of 1, 2, 4, and 5, with K-3 as the sole hypothesis. The lastiteration relied upon an 18-step proof of K-5, �nding nine steps that together prove 1, 2,and 4. Currently, I know of no shorter proof that deduces the conjunction of 1, 2, 4, and 5for K-3. In summary, the open question concerning the axiomatic status of K-3 was settled,and it was settled quite well in the sense of �nding through cramming a rather short proof.Next in order was the application of the cramming strategy to K-2. McCune (as noted)had proved it to be a single axiom, but not by directly deducing the conjunction of 1, 3,4, and 5. Again, iteration with cramming was the choice, with a succession of proofs ofK-5 playing the starring role. The last phase of the iteration yielded a 29-step proof of thedesired conjunction, relying upon a 21-step proof of K-5 and on nine steps proving 1, 3,and 4 through cramming steps of the K-5 proof into proofs of 1, 3, and 4. In other words,although a length of 30 was expected, a slightly more satisfying result was obtained.Finally, in order was the open question of the axiomatic status of K-4; 1 and 5 are12



insu�cient. That question was settled in the a�rmative. A 49-step proof was the �rst Ifound. Through cramming with iteration, OTTER eventually discovered a 31-step proof ofthe conjunction of 1, 2, 3, and 5. Rather than a succession of proofs of K-5 playing the keyrole, those for K-3 did; they were longer and more di�cult in general to �nd.In contrast to the preceding example that rested on the second incarnation of thecramming strategy and to the prize of this article (the 32-step proof given earlier) that wasdiscovered with the �rst incarnation, an example of a success with the third incarnation isprovided by focusing on two-valued sentential calculus studied in terms of the She�er stroke.Various single axioms have been found for this area of logic, each of length twenty-three(not counting a predicate symbol). My colleague Fitelson has most pro�tably attackedthis area and found many other such axioms, including �nding the following new singleaxiom. .(l P((D(D(x,D(y,z)),D(D(x,D(y,z)),D(D(u,z),D(D(z,u),D(x,u))))))). .)l To prove acandidate formula to be a single axiom in the She�er stroke, one can aim at proving the fol-lowing Nicod 1-basis. .(l P(D(D(x,D(y,z)),D(D(u,D(u,u)),D(D(v,y),D(D(x,v),D(x,v))))))..)l I instead, one can seek a proof of the following  Lukasiewicz 3-basis. .(l P(D(D(x,x),x)).P(D(D(x,D(y,z)),D(D(D(y,u),D(D(x,u),D(x,u))),D(D(y,u),D(D(x,u),D(x,u)))))). P(D(x,D(D(D(x,x),y),D(D(x,x),y))))..)l Fitelson asked for a short proof for his axiom|he had found a 45-step proof|andI considered both targets, with a bit more emphasis on the  Lukasiewicz 3-basis. I �rstfound a 47-step proof and, with cramming, was able to then obtain a 39-step proof. Withinthat proof is a 28-step proof of the third member of the  Lukasiewicz axiom system thatin turn contains a proof of the �rst member. The second member was proved in thirty-six applications of condensed detachment. Because little room existed between the longerof the three subproofs (length 36) and the total proof (length 39), I turned to the thirdincarnation of the cramming strategy, focusing on the 28-step proof as lemmas with levelsaturation.The problem o�ered substantial resistance. Indeed, after fourteen CPU-hours (on a296 MHz computer), an 11-step proof of the second member was found, which was not ofmuch use. However, after twenty-nine CPU-hours, a 9-step proof of the desired type wasfound. As a sign of the robustness of OTTER and also of the di�culty of the problem, thecited proof was found after 25,999 (given) clauses had been chosen to direct the search.The results of this long run strongly suggested that a 37-step proof of the 3-basiscould be produced, which in fact is what occurred. One of the aspects of cramming thatmakes it so e�ective is its consideration of formulas whose complexity might otherwise causethe program to ignore them for participating in the reasoning. As evidence, in the citedexperiment, three of the steps of the 37-step proof do not appear in the 39-step proof, eachof weight twenty-four. Additional cramming then led to a 36-step proof. For the curious|by relying on other methodologies|the shortest proof found in my experiments with theFitelson axiom that completes with the deduction of the  Lukasiewicz basis has length 34.13



If, instead, Nicod's 1-basis is used as the target, I can o�er a 31-step proof (not obtainedwith the cramming strategy).Yet one more example of the e�ects of cramming much of one proof into another is inorder. The focus is Meredith's second single axiom (the following) for the <C,O> calculus,where O denotes false [Meredith1953]. .(l P(i(i(i(x,y),i(i(O,z),u)),i(i(u,x),i(v,i(w,x))))). .)lThe target in this study was (what appears to be) the shorest basis for this area of logic,a 2-basis from  Lukasiewicz, the following. .(l P(i(i(i(x,y),z),i(i(z,x),i(u,x)))). P(i(O,x)). .)lThe �rst member of this 2-basis is an old friend (from Section 2), namely,  Lukasiewicz'sshortest single axiom for the implicational fragment of two-valued logic.Through the use of various methodologies, I had found a 61-step proof of the 2-basisfrom the Meredith axiom. Within that proof, one �nds a 54-step proof that deduces the�rst member of the 2-basis and a 10-step proof of the second member. With cramming andthe focus on the 54-step proof as temporary lemmas, OTTER discovered a 56-step proof ofthe 2-basis. The newer proof is obtained by (in e�ect) trading the cited 10-step proof fora 35-step proof of the second member of the 2-basis, a proof of course sharing all but twoof its steps with the cited 54-step proof. In other words, thirty-three of the �fty-four stepsof the proof of the �rst member were crammed into a 35-step proof of the second member.So much cramming occurred in fact that the second needed proof was nearly absorbed.Regarding another example of success with the original incarnation, my study ofC5 serves well. That area of logic is the implicational fragment of S5, a modal logicthat was formulated in part to capture the more commonly accepted notion of impli-cation. Meredith o�ered the following single axiom for C5 [Lemmon1957,Meredith1964]..(l P(i(i(i(i(i(x,x),y),z),i(u,v)),i(i(v,y),i(w,i(u,y))))). .)l After various experiments, my col-league Fitelson and I had found a 28-step proof, completing with the deduction of a Meredith3-basis. That proof contains a 24-step subproof of one of the members which, when usedwith cramming suggested that a 27-step proof of the 3-basis exited. With the max weightassigned a value of 4 and the inclusion of resonators for the 24-step proof together withthree obtained with cramming, the �rst incarnation did yield a 27-step proof. Again apiquant trade was (in e�ect) made: An 8-step proof of the �rst member of the 3-basis wastraded for a 25-step proof. In contrast to relying on the resonance strategy or the hintsstrategy when cramming, often progress occurs when no resonators or hints are included,thus giving the program even more freedom and independence from the proof in hand.At a later point in the study, I had obtained a 21-step proof that was compact, meaningthat the longest subproof of the three subproofs of the members of the 3-basis was in facta proof of the entire basis. Put another way, I had found a proof of one of the members ofthe 3-basis such that it contained as subproofs proofs of the other two members. Still intenton more progress, I turned to the third incarnation, focusing on a 12-step proof of the �rstmember as lemmas for cramming. That action produced eight steps of proof such that a20-step proof was found, but, instead of deducing the 3-basis, a new and shorter 2-basis14



(due to Z. Ernst) was the target for completion. In particular, cramming had succeeded incoping with a compact proof by using the proof steps obtained from cramming with onetarget to reach in a shorter distance a di�erent target axiom system.6 Broadening the Use of CrammingA natural question to ask at this point focuses on the use of the cramming strategy whenthe conclusion of the theorem to be proved takes the form of a unit clause, rather thana conjunction of two or more formulas or equations. In particular, imagine that one hasexpended a substantial amount of e�ort and time with the result of obtaining a 40-step proofof a theorem of the form P implies Q, where Q consists of a single formula or equation.If the 40-step proof is viewed as a compact proof of Q and, say, its thirtieth step and itstwenty-�fth step, then one might wonder about the value of cramming in pursuit of a shorterproof of Q. For example, one might be rewarded for cramming on the �rst thirty steps,an apparent proof of step 30, used as lemmas with level saturation. I was so disposed andconducted appropriate experiments focusing on diverse areas of logic. None of them provedpro�table.After perhaps two weeks and a more careful review of the cramming strategy, I realizedthat the preceding does not precisely emulate any of the incarnations of cramming. Theerror was in treating the �rst thirty steps as indeed a proof of step 30. In particular, thosethirty steps might contain steps not present in a proof of step 30, steps used later in the40-step proof. What was required was to take the chosen step of the proof under studyand, using its negation, have OTTER �nd its proof within the total proof. When the stepnumber and length of the corresponding subproof are the same, then one could expectcramming to fail. For a chosen step to be of interest for cramming on its subproof withinthe total proof in hand, its proof length must be less than its number. In general, the useof the �rst k steps of the total proof, rather than a proof of step k, ties the hands of theprogram and typically forces it to simply reproduce the proof in hand.Some experiments that adhered to the given constraint did produce results that wererewarding. For example, through cramming, OTTER discovered somewhat shorter proofsfor single axioms (found by Fitelson) in the She�er stroke, completing with the deductionof Nicod's single axiom.Those small successes caused me to revisit an area of research of more than one yearago. The focus of that study was the  Lukasiewicz 23-letter single axiom (the following) fortwo-valued sentential (or propositional) calculus [ Lukasiewicz1970].P(i(i(i(x,y),i(i(i(n(z),n(u)),v),z)),i(w,i(i(z,x),i(u,x))))).15



With many experiments and various methodologies spread over many months OTTER haddiscovered a 56-step proof of the su�ciency of this formula by deducing the following well-known three-axiom system of  Lukasiewicz [ Lukasiewicz1963].P(i(i(x,y),i(i(y,z),i(x,z)))).P(i(x,i(n(x),y))).P(i(i(n(x),x),x)).My notion was to use cramming but not in a manner discussed in the earlier sections.Speci�cally, rather than cramming on one of the subproofs of one of the three  Lukasiewiczaxioms within the 56-step proof, I instead asked for proofs of its 53rd, 54th, and 55th steps.OTTER produced a 50-step proof of the 53rd step of the 56-step proof. And I decided tocram on it, in a manner similar to that discussed when the conclusion is a unit formula orequation.Although the corresponding experiment suggested that no reduction in proof length ofthe target conjunction was obtained, a proof of the �rst of the three  Lukasiewicz axioms wasdiscovered, two of whose steps are not present in the 56-step proof that initiated the study.When hints were relied upon corresponding to what was expected to be a 56-step proof, anda max weight of 1 was assigned|instead of a new 56-step proof|OTTER produced a 50-step proof. The discovery of this 50-step proof was more than astounding to me, especiallyin view of the e�ort I had devoted to �nding a proof of length strictly less than 56.Summarizing, cramming did not immediately and directly produce a proof shorter than56 steps; but, in fact, its use did result in such a discovery.Given the preceding uses of cramming covered in this section and in earlier sections,one might naturally wonder about its use in the context of a set of hypotheses consisting oftwo or more formulas or equations. One experiment su�ces to illustrate that this strategycan be useful in such a context. The area of logic is C5. The axiom system of concern is a3-basis due to Meredith, one called 56 2, the following [Prior1962].P(i(x,x)).P(i(i(i(i(x,y),z),y),i(x,y))).P(i(i(x,y),i(i(y,z),i(x,z)))).The target was a axiom system due to Prior, denoted by 58 1, the following [Prior1962].P(i(x,i(y,y))).P(i(i(i(i(x,y),z),u),i(i(y,u),i(x,u)))).16



I had in hand a 23-step proof of the Prior 2-basis within which was a 10-step subproofof the �rst of its two members. The experiment had OTTER cram on the 10-step proofwith the object of �nding a proof of the second member such that a proof shorter thanlength 23 would result. Cramming found a 12-step proof of the second member. When the10-step proof that drove the attack and the 12-step proof that was found were used as hintswith a max weight assigned the value 1, OTTER produced a 22-step proof. The 22-stepproof contains ten steps not present in the 23-step proof. As for the di�culty of �ndingthe 12-step subproof (dependent on the 10-step proof used with cramming as lemmas), justunder 86,000 CPU-seconds were required, 36,074 clauses were chosen as given clauses todirect the program's reasoning, and the proof completed with retention of clause (415578).7 Highlights and SummaryThe cramming strategy attempts to take a proof P of a member of a conjunction and �ndproofs of the remaining members by forcing or cramming many of the steps of P into theneeded proofs. The objective is to discover a proof of the entire conjunction that is shorterthan that in hand. The proof P is a subproof of the proof in hand of the conjunction,often the longest of the subproofs of the members of the conjunction. The cramming is bymeans of a type of lemma reliance coupled with level saturation. Speci�cally, the steps ofP are added to the hypothesis or hypotheses already present in the set of support. Theintroduction in this article of the cramming strategy marks a somewhat di�erent use of levelsaturation.One of the piquant properties of the strategy is its encouragement of trading shorterproofs for longer proofs when the target is a member of a conjunction, where the objective isto �nd a shorter proof of the whole. Although not guaranteed, shorter proofs are in generalsimpler proofs, which makes them relevant to Hilbert's twenty-fourth problem (discoveredonly recently). Of course, proofs can be shortened (as occurs in literature) by simplyomitting steps and treating them as implicitly present. Explicitly required for the type ofresult reported in this article is that all steps of a proof be present and that one or moreinference rules be speci�ed.If the use of the cramming strategy leads to advances in the direction of proof re�nementwith respect to length, they can usually be traced to the introduction of new proof steps.(This observation may seem patently obvious until one notes that a shorter proof cansometimes be found such that all of its steps are among the formulas or equations of thelonger proof.) Such new steps often arise from the application of an inference rule to a setof hypotheses that might ordinarily be skipped because of complexity considerations. Forexample, condensed detachment might be applied to a pair of formulas one or both of whichhave a length that causes the program to fail to consider the pair.17



In the context of cramming, the prize to this date in early 2001 is an abridgment ofthe Meredith-Prior abridgment of a  Lukasiewicz proof. The proof concerns the  Lukasiewiczshortest single axiom for the implicational fragment of two-valued sentential (or proposi-tional) calculus. Added satisfaction is derived from the knowledge that Meredith in partic-ular was quite concerned with proof length. Other successes are given in Section 5, somederived from each of the three incarnations of the cramming strategy o�ered in Section 4.The prized 32-step proof (given in Section 3) was discovered by cramming so much ofa 30-step proof into the proofs of two other members of a Tarski-Bernays axiom systemthat only two additional steps were needed to prove the conjunction, that for TB-1 andthat for TB-2. As it turned out, the 30-step proof (of TB-3) that starred in the successwith cramming itself o�ered unique properties. Indeed, subsequent experimentation led to�nding two other 30-step proof of TB-3, neither of which enable the completion of a 32-stepproof. In contrast, the 30-step proof that appears as a subproof of the 32-proof given inSection 3 is such that (clearly) two of its pairs admit the deduction, respectively, of TB-1and TB-2 with a single application of condensed detachment.One has yet another wondrous example of the beauty of logic and mathematics, tothe point of being startling. Indeed, as I myself was so vividly aware before running thecrucial experiment, the probability was near zero of cramming exactly two steps and the30-step proof in hand into a 32-step proof with the desired properties; in fact, as noted, laterexperiments did yield other 30-step proofs, none of which led with cramming to a 32-stepproof. Especially when one has access to a powerful reasoning program such as OTTER,one might be strongly tempted to emphasize the study of proofs and their properties ratherthan placing the emphasis almost exclusively on which assertions are in fact theorems. Moregenerally, (as my colleague Ted Ulrich has observed) an entire �eld might emerge devotedto the study of the space of proofs, in contrast to the study of the space of deducibleconclusions. For but one question, does there exist a small set of resonators or hints (say,less than 100) that provides powerful guidance for studying disparate �elds of logic or ofmathematics?The cramming strategy opens a new window to the huge set of proofs for any giventheorem, a set far larger than one might ordinarily imagine. Its use can focus on sets ofhypotheses that an unaided researcher is prohibited from considering. The result might bethe discovery of a proof some of whose steps would have proved most elusive. Cramminggives one a weapon for attacking the proof of a conjunction as a whole in a manner thatavoids traps that take the form of encountering a very short proof of one of the members ofthe conjunction. Section 6 shows that this strategy is also useful in the context of a targetthat consists of a single formula or equation and in the case where the axiom set understudy contains two or more members. How e�ective this strategy will prove in domainswhere equality dominates is yet to be determined. I can report one success from latticetheory in which a 108-step proof had been found and no shorter one was in hand. Whencramming was applied to a proof of the 103rd step (whose proof has length 99), a �ve-step18



proof of the goal was found, of course based on the 99-step subproof. In other words, onecan produce a 104-step proof by merely appending (as is often done in mathematics orlogic) the �ve-step proof to the 99-step subproof. Unfortunately, an obstacle exists if thegoal is to produce in a single run a fully automated 104-step proof. The di�culty rests withthe fact that the entire study (including that yielding the 108-step proof) was based onKunth-Bendix. Because of the complications one can encounter with such an approach|inparticular, the order in which demodulators are applied often presents a problem|OTTERdid not succeed in producing the desired 104-step proof.An example of the pro�table interplay of cramming with other methodologies designedto �nd shorter proofs is provided by focusing on the use of demodulation to block steps of aproof in hand. In particular, where di�culty concerns proof length alone, if blocking a stepof a proof of a conjunction produces another proof of the same length as that in hand, butif such blocking produces a shorter proof of the most di�cult member to prove, then onecan sometimes pro�tably apply cramming to the new and shorter subproof. The increasein the distance between the length of the most di�cult-to-prove member and the entireconjunction is encouraging. In a somewhat related way, cramming is more likely to yieldresults of interest if the focus is on the longest subproof of the members of a conjunctionrather than on the next to the longest. The explanation rests with a larger supply of(so-to-speak) lemmas for the program to rely upon.As for the use of cramming in the context of answering open questions of various types,my studies of the right-group calculus provide some insight. Speci�cally, imagine that one isattempting to deduce three formulas or equations from a set of hypotheses, and that one hasin hand proofs of two of the three. One takes the steps of the longer of the two proofs, usesthem as lemmas in the set of support, chooses a level-saturation approach, and attempts tocram some or all of those steps into a proof of the third member of the conjunction.Cramming also admits an odd type of inversion. In particular, one can focus on themost-di�cult-to-prove (in terms of length) member to cram many of its steps into a proof ofthe next to the most di�cult. Then one can turn instead to the next-most-di�cult-to-provein the context of the newer and shorter proof and attempt to cram many of its steps into anew shorter proof of the most-di�cult-to-prove member.When certain incarnations of cramming are relied upon, one �nds that the space ofproofs for a given theorem is far, far larger than one might intuitively suspect. Some of thoseproofs are found by forcing the program to apply inference rules to sets of hypotheses thatmight otherwise not be considered. Indeed, an examination of some of the results producedwith cramming shows that a breakthrough occurred because condensed detachment wasapplied to a pair of formulas each of which was quite complex, a pair that would most likelyhave never been considered because of the complexity. Such inference rule application cancomplete a proof in which are present formulas of more complexity than was the case withthe proof that initiated the study. In other words, from the viewpoint of proof simpli�cation,19
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